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In statements on July 25, President Alan Garcia acknowledged the country's "serious economic
problems," such as escalating inflation. By year-end, inflation is expected to top 400%, and the 27%
rate for July marks an historical record. Garcia said, "It has been a difficult year...in which we are
paying the costs of accelerated growth in the first two years of the Aprista government." According
to Garcia, Peru lacked sufficient resources, productive capacity and financial organization to sustain
high growth rates. Peru's GDP growth rate in 1986 was 8.5%, and 7.0% in 1987. Garcia will deliver
his third state of the union address on July 28. Certain business and political leadres have expressed
concern about what new "bombshells" he is likely to drop. They claim that in recent meetings with
the APRA party leadership, Garcia has spoken of nationalizing the country's largest industries and
tracts of privately owned land, while also expressing admiration for the objectives of the Sendero
Luminoso guerrillas. In the words of Rafael Villegas, president of the Entrepreneurial Institutions
Confederation (CONFIEP), Garcia's speech must be "coherent and reaffirm, for example, that
there will be no more nationalizations." [Last year, Garcia announced the nationalization of the
country's biggest banks, finance and insurance companies.] Sen. Enrique Bernales, of the opposition
United Left (IU) coalition, said: "I don't expect anything from the presidential address. One can
hope for only one thing: that the current instability is not converted into destabili- zation. One can
also request that the government inflict less damage to the economy from now until 1990, when its
mandate ends." (Basic data from AFP, 07/25/88)
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